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Description

The current katello client RPM will modify goferd to use python3 by using sed to replace bin/python with bin/python3. Fedora 30 ships with /etc/sysconfig/goferd default containing:

```bash
# Python interpreter.
PYTHON=/usr/bin/python3

# Python optimization (0=disabled, 1=enabled).
PYTHONOPTIMIZE=1
```

The scripted sed line will result in PYTHON=/usr/bin/python33 causing goferd to fail to start since python33 is not present. Adding an end of line match check should make the modification only if it's PYTHON=/usr/bin/python

I did this a bit out of order, but this issue should be corrected by this PR - https://github.com/theforeman/foreman-packaging/pull/3785

History

#1 - 01/30/2020 02:45 PM - Evgeni Golov
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Fixed in Releases 1.23.2 added